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Mention Toyota or Nissan and most people still think Corolla or Sentra. But not for long. The Japanese automakers are steadily
shifting their operations upmarket, where profits are fatter.

Honda, for one, was painfully aware of the bargain-basement image of its brand name when it was preparing to introduce its luxury
Legend in the U.S. And so it opted for a fresh start with a new corporate nameplate: Acura. It was a gamble; Honda had established a
reputation for quality and reliability, while the Acura nameplate was an unknown. But the gamble paid off. After just three years, the
Acura Legend is handily outselling the most popular models of long-established European makes such as Audi, BMW, Saab, and
Volvo.

Next year, Nissan and Toyota will follow suit with new corporate offshoots of their own: Infiniti and Lexus. The larger luxury cars in
those lines are expected to sell for $ 30,000 to $ 40,000 - clearly Mercedes-Benz territory. But until then, the four sedans in this
group represent the very best the Japanese automakers have to offer.

The prices of these cars reflect that status. The Acura Legend, the Mazda 929, the Nissan Maxima, and the Toyota Cressida compete
in the relatively rarefied $ 20,000 to $ 30,000 price bracket.

Cars selling for that kind of money should have state-of-the-art engineering and extensive standard equipment. And these cars don't
disappoint. They boast features such as antilock brakes, air bags, automatic safety belts, and electronically adjustable suspension. But
technology and luxury aside, it's size that sets these models apart from the more familiar Japanese imports. Their interior width and
length allow us to classify them as medium-sized, a category that until recently was the sole domain of domestic entries and a few
European cars.

Front-wheel drive was supposed to be the end-all in design efficiency. But two models in this group, the Mazda 929 and the Toyota
Cressida, have rear-wheel drive. Considering that front-wheel drive is reputed to allow more room for passengers and luggage from
the same exterior package, it's noteworthy that the Mazda offers the most comfortable and spacious seating and the largest trunk in this
group.

Given the choice, we prefer cars with antilock brakes. That feature may not be very significant on dry roads in a car with nicely
balanced brakes. But on slippery pavement, it allows short, safe stops without slewing.

The Acura Legend L, which we tested, is the lowest-priced version with antilock brakes as standard equipment. It also has a
driver's-side air bag, a desirable safety feature. The Mazda 929 comes in only one version. We opted for antilock brakes ($ 1000)
and electronic suspension ($ 355). We bought our Nissan Maxima in the GXE version because we wanted to try out its many features.
Unfortunately, antilock brakes are unavailable in the GXE. The Cressida, like the Mazda, is available in just one version. Antilock
brakes are $ 1130 extra. When we shopped for our Toyota, we couldn't find a sample equipped with that option.
 
Engine and transmission

Starting/running. All ran flawlessly, as is typical of cars with electronic fuel injection instead of a carburetor. The Acura's exhaust
produced a strong smell of rotten eggs.

Acceleration. Smoothly responsive. The Acura beat the rest to 60 mph by anywhere from 1.0 to 1.4 seconds - enough to be noticeable
through the seat of the pants.
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Transmission. Each of our cars has an electronically controlled automatic transmission with overdrive fourth gear. (A five-speed
manual transmission is standard in the Acura Legend and the Nissan Maxima SE, unavailable in the Mazda 929 and the Toyota
Cressida.)

The Acura's automatic occasionally shifted abruptly. The Mazda's was usually smooth; during light-throttle starts, however, it shifted
into second gear too early and with a bump. The Nissan and the Toyota were smooth as silk.

All four transmissions offer a choice of normal or performance mode; the latter delays upshifts a bit for faster acceleration. The
Nissan has an additional Auto position, which automatically switches the transmission from normal to power mode during hard
acceleration.

In all four cars, a switch lets you lock out fourth gear. (The Acura's shifter must be in S to do that, an inconvenient extra step.) On a
long uphill stretch, the ability to lock out overdrive can be useful to prevent the transmission from "hunting" back and forth between
third and fourth gears. It's also useful for trailer towing.

In the Mazda, a "hold" feature lets you shift manually from first through third gears.

Fuel economy. Respectable for such big, powerful cars. The Acura and the Mazda should deliver about 20 mpg overall. Expect about
22 mph from the Nissan, about 23 mpg from the Toyota.
 
Handling and braking

Routine handling. All responded quickly and accurately to their steering. We had only minor complaints.

The Acura's variable-assist power steering was nicely weighted at higher speeds, but it felt too light in low-speed maneuvers. We've
noticed that idiosyncrasy in most Honda models as well. The steering was also a bit slow; right-angle corners required a full turn of
the steering wheel.

In bumpy turns, the Mazda's front end tended to skip out slightly even when the adjustable suspension system was set in the Sport
mode.

The Nissan's power steering gave the driver a bit less feel of the road than did the others. Even in moderate turns, we noted more than
the usual body lean and tire squeal, although the model has an automatically adjusting suspension (see under "Ride and Noise,"
below).

Despite its "old-fashioned" rear-wheel drive and without benefit of an electronic suspension, the Toyota was the smoothest handler in
our normal-driving tests.

Emergency handling. The Acura was the quickest and smoothest through our abrupt avoidance maneuver. In hard turns around the test
track, it felt very steady.

We set the Mazda's automatic suspension system to the Sport setting to do our emergency-handling tests. The car didn't handle quite as
predictably or steadily as the others in our avoidance maneuver, but it remained safe and controllable. In hard turns around the test
track, the Mazda leaned sharply as its front tires scrabbled to hold the turn. Lifting off the accelerator made the car nip inward rather
suddenly; that behavior was unsettling but controllable.

The Nissan's automatic suspension was also on the Sport setting in these tests. The Nissan was controllable in our avoidance
maneuver, though it leaned noticeably and its front end plowed ahead more than we liked. In hard turns around the test track, it felt
about as steady as the Acura.

The Toyota did almost as well as the Acura and the Nissan in our avoidance maneuver; its tail wagged a bit in the fastest runs, but
maintaining control was easy. The Toyota felt very steady in hard turns at the track.

Braking. The Acura's stopping distances were very short. The antilock brake system made the pedal pulsate obtrusively during hard
stops. That didn't seem to hurt the car's stopping ability, but it could be disconcerting to an inexperienced driver.

The Mazda's optional antilock brakes didn't pulsate as much. The car stopped as short as any we've ever tested (as did the Toyota).
The Mazda's brakes were also the easiest to modulate.

The Nissan needed somewhat more stopping distance. Its front brakes locked prematurely.
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Ride and Noise

Ride. We expected such expensive sedans to ride well, and they did; they soaked up large bumps with aplomb. They didn't isolate
riders from the graininess of the pavement quite as well as the best contemporary models do - but then, these cars have sporty
pretensions.

The Acura's suspension was the firmest in the group, and its ride felt jittery at times. With a full load, the ride became sharper over
small bumps, though large bumps weren't a problem.

The Mazda's suspension allowed relatively large motions over back roads, but it maintained good ride control most of the time. A full
load worsened the ride less in the Mazda than in the other cars. The optional Automatic Adjusting Suspension ($ 355) has three
settings: Sport, Soft, and Auto; the last setting automatically adjusts the stiffness of the shock absorbers according to how hard you
drive. We noticed little difference among the settings.

The Nissan rode softly and smoothly on most roads, with good ride control even on big bumps. But a full load made the car snap and
the rear suspension bottom too easily. The Sonar suspension, part of the GXE's $ 1550 Electronic Equipment Package, provides a
choice of Sport or Comfort mode. We were hard-pressed to tell the difference, since in the latter mode the suspension often switches
back and forth automatically.

With a light load, the Toyota generally rode a bit more smoothly than the other cars. But a full load made the Toyota pitch, bound, and
bottom its rear suspension firmly over large bumps.

Noise. Few cars are quieter than these. However, wind noise and road noise were somewhat noticeable in all. Engine noise wasn't
obtrusive even at wide-open throttle.

By a small margin, the Mazda was the noisiest; the Toyota, the quietest. We heard slight gear whine in the Nissan at about 40 mph.
 
Seating accommodations

Driving position. A six-way power driver's seat is standard in the Acura and the Mazda and $ 540 in the Toyota. A four-way power
seat is part of the Nissan's $ 1900 Luxury Package.

The Acura's power seat and tilt steering column offer lots of adjustment. But moving the seat aft for maximum leg room made the
steering wheel a long reach. The Acura has a comfortable left footrest (as do the Nissan and the Toyota).

The Mazda's power seat and tilt-and-telescope steering column helped provide the best driving position in the group. The seat can't
be raised as high as some drivers would have liked. But at least tall drivers had no problem with head clearance under the moon roof,
as they did in the other cars.

The Nissan's driving position offers enough adjustment for most drivers to get comfortable. But the adjustments for cushion height and
tilt are manual rather than power - surprising in this price range.

The Toyota's power driver's seat and tilt-and-telescope steering column also offer lots of adjustment. But the accelerator, close to the
seat and far to the left, cramped a tall driver's right leg.

Front seating. Firm, nicely shaped, and supportive in all four cars. Leather upholstery is optional ($ 880-$ 950) in each model. We
prefer cloth because it feels cooler in muggy weather and warmer in cold weather. The angle of each seatback is adjustable; with the
optional power driver's seat, the seatback adjustment is power operated. All four cars have a manually adjustable lumbar bulge on the
driver's seat.

The Acura's seats were exceptionally comfortable. Just one minor complaint: Some testers thought the lumbar bulge was too high.
Access was fairly easy.

The Mazda's large seats were the best in the group. Seat warmers are part of the $ 250 Cold Package. Large door openings and low
doorsills gave the easiest access in the group.

The Nissan's seats were excellent as well. A tilt adjustment at the rear of the cushion effectively tailors lower-back support by
moving the cushion up or down in relation to the lumbar bulge on the seatback, but it's a manual adjustment. Access was somewhat
awkward in this low, sporty model.

Some testers complained that the shape of the Toyota's cushions pinched their bottom while providing too little support for the base of
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their spine. Access was fairly easy.

Rear seating. The Acura provides ample head and knee room for two six-footers; the other cars have at least adequate room. The
Acura's cushion is low, but it's tilted upward in front to give tall passengers some thigh support. Side support was adequate;
lower-back support wasn't.

The Mazda had the best rear accommodations. Its soft seat gave some thigh and side support, but weak lower-back support.

The Nissan's rear seat offered adequate lower-back support. Thigh support was lacking.

The Toyota's rear seat was the worst in the group. The bulge in the seatback was too high for proper lower-back support, and the low
cushion gave no thigh support to long-legged passengers. But only the Toyota had enough toe space under the power driver's seat.

Three average-sized men could sit in the rear of the Acura and the Mazda without feeling too cramped. The other two cars were less
hospitable for three abreast. Pronounced wing bolsters in the Nissan and the Toyota tipped and twisted the outboard passengers
toward the center. The Nissan's inward-slanting pillars and rear window glass brushed against the outboard passengers' heads. The
center of the Toyota's cushion and seatback each felt like a thinly padded tree trunk; the middle man, perched forward and above the
outboard passengers, had barely enough head and knee room.
 
Climate control

Heating. Powerful enough in all four cars. The L version of the Acura has a manual climate-control system. The other cars have an
automatic system, which maintains the selected temperature no matter what the weather; theoretically, at least, you can set the system
and forget it.

Air distribution was a problem in the Acura. The heater toasted the driver's right foot at the expense of the left, and a cold draft blew
on the driver's face.

The Mazda's heater worked unobtrusively. It took a while to build up a full head of steam, but eventually it kept us comfortable.

The Nissan's automatic controls (included in a $ 1550 Electronic Equipment package) worked inconsistently. Sometimes we were
comfortable, but often the heater toasted or chilled our feet or blew hot air in our face. In most automatic systems, the fan doesn't
come on until the engine warms up. In the Nissan, the fan holds off for no more than 2 1/2 minutes, and usually much less. On cold
days, the only way to avoid a frigid draft is to shut off the climate system.

The Toyota's heater worked well, but we do have one carp: To direct the full airflow to the defroster or floor vents, you have to close
the side dash vents manually.

All four systems have a Bilevel setting, which provides warm air at foot level and cooler air at face level. And all but the Nissan
have a Mix setting, which provides air of the same temperature from the defroster and floor outlets. All have outlets under the front
seats to route warm air to the rear passengers.

Defogging and defrosting were competent across the board. In each car, a timer automatically shuts off the rear defroster. In the
Mazda and the Toyota, the same timer shuts off the electric heaters in the outside mirrors. The Acura's and Nissan's mirror heaters
operate on a separate, untimed circuit.

Ventilation. Ample in all four cars. The Acura lets you warm or cool the vent air manually. The others automatically regulate air
temperature and fan speed. A Swing setting in the Mazda makes the three center vents oscillate like a house fan. The Mazda has
lap-cooler vents for both front occupants; the Nissan has one for the driver.

The Acura's and Nissan's side outlets were very drafty, and they can't be closed. The Mazda's and Toyota's side outlets were a bit
drafty; you can close the Toyota's but not the Mazda's.

Air-conditioning. The manual air-conditioner on the Acura generated annoying drafts from the outboard outlets. You can activate it in
any mode at the touch of a button.

The Mazda's air-conditioner comes on automatically whenever the system calls for cooling. A button lets you reduce the running time
of the compressor to save fuel in mild weather.

The Nissan's air-conditioner, like the Mazda's, is automatic. Its operation was inconsistent and spotty; sometimes it cooled too much
or to little. And its outboard outlets also produced drafts.
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The Toyota's air-conditioner worked well. You have to switch it on manually; after that, it controls air temperature, outlet selection,
and fan speed automatically.

Whenever the weather is above freezing, the air-conditioners can run in the Defrost mode. In damp weather, that helps clear fog from
the inside of the windows.
 
Convenience

Controls. Expensive luxury cars, especially those with electronic suspension and adjustable automatic transmission, tend to have
complex arrays of switches and buttons. Even so, the controls in these cars - especially the ones for the windows, locks, and driver's
seat - were generally better than those in most domestic cars.

In the Acura, an air bag is mounted in the steering-wheel hub, so horn control is relegated to four small buttons on the spokes of the
wheel. No big problem. You can reach the upper buttons with a thumb without taking your hand off the wheel. The Mazda's horn
buttons are also on the wheel spokes, but lower and harder to reach. In the Nissan and Toyota, you blow the horn by pressing a large
hub in the center of the wheel - impossible to miss in an emergency.

In the Acura, the switches for the power windows are lighted at night, a nice feature. The switch that releases the trunk is convenient
on the driver's armrest. A few carps: The power control for the outside mirror is partly hidden, as are the moon-roof controls and
some radio controls. And we challenge you to find the tiny switch for heating the outside mirrors without peeking in the owner's
manual.

In the Mazda, the tiny switches that release the fuel-filler door and the trunk lid can be confused. And the switches for the outside
mirrors and the dash dimmer are hidden, as is the master switch for the cruise control. The heating elements in the front seats have no
timer. They draw lots of electricity, so don't forget to turn them off.

The Nissan's power-window switches, on the driver's-side armrest, are hard to use because the door pull is in the way. You have to
press a tiny button before you can remove the ignition key.

The Toyota's climate controls (the ones that let you override the automatic system) are in a little power-operated drawer in the dash.
Most drivers will adjust the controls only once. But if you need to fiddle with the settings, you must accept the distraction of sliding
out that little drawer. The sound system is especially complicated.

The cabins in all four cars have many bins and cubbies for small clutter. They also have other conveniences you'd expect at this price
level, including front and rear map lights and lighted visor mirrors.

Each of these cars has a theft-deterrent system that flashes the lights, blows the horn, and disables the ignition system. All except the
Mazda work automatically when you lock the doors with the key; in the Mazda, you lock the front door from inside and slam it while
lifting the handle.

All but the Mazda have a shift lock; you have to step on the brake pedal before you can shift out of Park. That's a legacy of the
unintended-acceleration problem that has plagued a number of car models with automatic transmission. And in all but the Mazda, you
must shift into Park before you can remove the ignition key. When you step out of the Mazda, you have to remember to engage Park or
set the parking brake so the car won't roll away.

Displays. We prefer analog gauges (the old-fashioned kind, with a pointer) to digital readouts. The position of the pointer on the
gauge (like the position of the hands on a wristwatch) conveys the information at a glance.

The round analog gauges in the Acura were easy to read day and night. A dash display shows the position of the automatic-
transmission shifter.

The Mazda's round analog speedometer and tachometer were also easy to read. But the voltmeter and the fuel and engine-temperature
gauges are spread across the panel and are blocked by the steering wheel.

A video arcade game may have been the inspiration for the optional instrument panel in the Nissan. The light displays were dazzling
and confusing. At night, the graphic speedometer was too bright; the other displays, too dim. A "heads up" holographic display
projects the digital speed reading onto the lower left corner of the windshield; the reading was invisible under some lighting
conditions, as well as with polaroid sunglasses. We much prefer the standard Nissan panel with round analog gauges.

The round analog gauges in the Toyota were as easy to read as the Acura's. A display in the dash shows the position of the automatic-
transmission shifter.
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Trunk. All four trunks are nicely shaped, with essentially flat floors and neat carpeting. Even the underside of the lid has carpeting in
all but the Mazda. The Mazda's cavernous trunk swallowed six Pullman cases and a weekend bag with room to spare.

The Toyota's trunk is a bit smaller than the others, but it held four Pullman cases and a weekend bag. It's the shallowest in the group;
filled grocery bags can stand upright without being crushed only in a row across the center.

A tiny open bin behind the rear wheel housing of the Acura can hold small paraphernalia separate from the luggage in the trunk.
There's also a little extra room in the well around the spare. The trunks in the other cars have no bins for small articles. The Acura,
the Mazda, and the Nissan have a compact, limited-service spare, recommended for short-term use at limited speeds. Only the Toyota
comes with a full-service spare. The spare in the Mazda and the Toyota stands on edge, out of the way but easy to reach. Each of the
four cars has a remote trunk release, which can be disabled for security.

None of the trunk lids open high enough to clear a tall person's head - and the Nissan's trunk latch is sharp. A low rear sill eases
loading in the Acura, the Mazda, and the Nissan. The trunk opening in the Nissan, however, is inconveniently shallow fore-and-aft. A
high rear sill hampered loading in the Toyota.

You can tow a 1000-pound trailer with the Acura and the Nissan and a 2000-pound trailer with the Toyota, according to the
manufacturers. Trailer towing is "not advised" with the Mazda.

Service ease. The air filter was hard to get at in all four cars. Hard-to-reach items in the Acura include the engine-coolant drain, the
transmission dipstick, and the fuse box (up under the dash).

Most of the items under the Mazda's hood were easy to reach. In the Nissan, the engine-coolant drain was awkward to get at.

The Toyota's many problems include a low, angled engine-oil dipstick that's awkward to check; an oil filter that's hard to see and
reach; a battery cover that's not quite transparent enough to see through (so you must unscrew all six caps to check the fluid); and fuses
scattered over three locations, two of which are awkward to reach. Toyota recommends a 10,000-mile service interval rather than the
more-common 7500-mile interval.

A basic warranty of three years or 36,000 miles comes with the Acura, the Nissan, and the Toyota. The Mazda has a three-year or
50,000-mile warranty. The Acura has a three-year, unlimited-mileage warranty for rust-through and a lifetime warranty on the
muffler. On the Mazda, the Nissan, and the Toyota, rust-through protection is five years with unlimited mileage.
 
Safety and reliability

All versions of the Acura have a driver's-side air bag (a desirable safety feature) besides lap-and-shoulder belts for both front seats.
The height of the shoulder belts' upper mounts is easily adjustable, a significant aid to comfort. The Mazda has conventional lap-and-
shoulder belts in front.

The Nissan and the Toyota have electrically operated front shoulder belts along with manual lap belts and a knee bar under the dash.
The Nissan's lap belts were difficult to buckle. In the rear, all four cars have lap-and-shoulder belts on either side - an increasingly
common safety feature - and a lap belt in the middle.

In any of the cars, you can mount a child safety seat in any seating position. You'll need a special locking clip for all but the center
rear position, however. (The owner's manual for the Acura provides no information on that, a serious omission.) You'll also need an
optional buckle assembly for the Nissan; Nissan dealers sell it for $ 17. Some child seats have tethers; all but the Mazda have tether
anchors. And all four cars have child-safe rear door locks.

The Acura's and Toyota's front and rear head restraints are adjustable for height. Even when fully lowered, they're high enough to
protect most occupants from whiplash injury in a rear crash. The Mazda's and Nissan's rear head restraints aren't adjustable. The
Mazda's are high enough; the Nissan's are too low for tall people.

In the two rear-wheel-drive models, the Mazda and the Toyota, the fuel tank is between the rear bumper and the rear axle; there, it's
relatively vulnerable in a rear crash. In the front-wheel-drive models, the tank is farther forward, under the floor below the rear seat.

The belted driver and passenger dummies in a 1988 Acura Legend four-door sedan with air bag easily "survived" the Government's
35-mph crash test. A 1988 Mazda 929 protected its dummies quite well in a similar test. The Nissan Maxima and the Toyota Cressida
are scheduled for crash tests later this year.

Bumpers. No damage. The series of 3- and 5-mph blows from our bumper basher simulate the hard knocks cars absorb in parking lots
and around-town traffic. All four cars passed that test with flying colors.
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Reliability. The Acura has had an excellent repaid record. So has the Mazda in its first year. In terms of owner satisfaction, our
readers have been pleased with both cars. We have no reliability or satisfaction data on the Nissan and the Toyota, which are
completely redesigned for this year. However, other Nissan and Toyota models have been very reliable.

Our Acura accumulated nine sample defects. The worst was a set of Michelin MXV tires that were unbalanced and rough. The
driver's-side wiper blade slapped the pillar. The battery level was low. The front wheels were misaligned. And the headlights were
misaimed.

We noted six sample defects in our Mazda. A connector feeding power to the rear door locks was unplugged. The throttle often stuck
closed temporarily. At first, the accelerator pedal would resist the effort applied by our foot; then it would give abruptly, causing a
sudden little spurt of acceleration. And the wheel lugs were severely overtightened.

Among our Nissan's nine defects was an insufficient mix of antifreeze in the radiator; the engine was protected to only minus 15
degrees F. The brakes pulsated annoyingly. And the tires were severely overinflated.

We found only five defects in our Toyota. The automatic climate-control system maintained too high a cabin temperature at the low
and high high ends of the thermostat scale; replacement of two temperature sensors and the fan control module solved the problem.
The tires were underinflated by four to seven pounds.
 
Better <- - - - - - - - - - - -> Worse
  5       4        3       2       1 
                   Acura      Mazda     Nissan    Toyota 
                   Legend     929       Maxima    Cressida 
Starting/running      5         5         5         5 
Acceleration          5         5         5         5 
Transmission          5         4         5         5 
Economy               3         3         3         3 
Routine handling      5         4         4         5 
Emergency handling    5         3         4         4 
Braking               5         5         5         5 
Ride                  4         5         5         5 
Noise                 5         5         5         5 
Driving position      4         5         5         4 
Front seating         5         5         5         4 
Rear seating          3         3         3         2 
Heating               4         5         4         5 
Ventilation           4         5         4         5 
Air-conditioning      5         5         4         5 
Controls              5         4         5         5 
Displays              5         4         3         5 
Trunk                 4         5         4         3 
Service ease          3         4         4         2 
Bumpers               5         5         5         5 
Reliability           5         5      No data   No data 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS

All four of these cars are a pleasure to drive. And all four promise relatively trouble-free ownership, judging by the repair records of
other models of the same make. In this group, you can safely base your choice on service convenience, styling preference, or whim.

The Acura Legend sedan felt the sportiest. Its overall handling was the most precise, and its engine gave the best acceleration in this
very quick group. Our L version with leather trim listed for $ 28,215, including automatic transmission and destination charge. We
recommend the L version with cloth upholstery, which lists for $ 1220 less. (Antilock brakes, an important safety feature, aren't
available in the basic version.)

The Mazda 929 had the best seating package and the largest trunk in this group, pluses worth noting if you often carry more than one
passenger. Its suspension is skewed more toward luxury than performance. The ride was exceptional, especially on relatively good
roads, but high-speed handling wasn't as precise as that of the other cars. Skip the automatic-adjusting suspension ($ 350); we don't
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think it does anything for you. And skip the leather seats ($ 880), which are less comfortable than cloth; then you won't need the Cold
Package ($ 250) that heats the seats. Such selectiveness brings the Mazda's list price down to $ 23,224.

As impressive as the Nissan Maxima GXE was, we'd prefer the SE version, which doesn't have the trick suspension and the
extravagant light show in the dash. A comparable price for the SE version with automatic transmission and antilock brakes would be
$ 21,189, or $ 970 less than that of our GXE.

The Toyota Cressida was an exceptionally nice compromise between sportiness and luxury. Like the Mazda, it's available in only one
model. If you can find a Toyota with only the antilock brake option, its comparable list price would be $ 22,883.

Two European models in this size and price class that scored about as high as the Japanese models in our earlier tests are the Saab
9000S ($ 25,499, comparably equipped) and the Volvo 740GLE ($ 25,470). The BMW 325i ($ 26,570) and the Mercedes-Benz 190
($ 32,750) also tested out very well, though they're much smaller inside. But none of those are likely to be as reliable as the Japanese
models in this month's group.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

GRAPHIC: Photographs, Acura Legend; Photographs, Mazda 929; Photographs, Nissan Maxima; Photographs, Toyota Cressida;
Photograph, electronic gauges are optional in the Nissan. They resemble analog gauges somewhat, but they're much harder to read.
Huge center horn button is easy to find in emergency; Photograph, the Toyota's dash is busy. Sliding drawer for climate controls is
gimmicky; Photograph, trunk room in the Mazda should be sufficient even for the Ewing clan's luggage. We fit seven suitcases;
Photograph, an air bag is mounted behind the center hub of the Acura's steering wheel, where you'd normally find the horn. Four small
horn buttons are on the spokes of the steering wheel, where they're easy to reach; 2 tables.
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